Eat fine fish for welbodi

Wass u hand with soap en wata before you prepare fish

Add fish to you pikin in food from wae e 6 month

Belleh woman en kombra dem for eat fine fish

Fine fish
- fine fish fo strong en fresh
- fine fish eye fo bright
- fine fish nor fo get mark

Rotten fish
- Rotten fish get bad smell
- Rotten fish get boku fly en tumbu
- Rotten fish weak
- Some part dem nor kin dai pa rotten fish
Be a Fine fish seller

✅ Fine fish seller
- Nor dae sell rotten fish
- All tem dae dreb fly pa de fish
- All tem dae clean usai e dae sell

❌ Bad fish seller
- Kin mix fine fish wit rotten fish for sell
- Nor dae dreb fly dem
- Dae sell nar dorty place